eachcoach.com/resolve
motivation
Tiffany Pearce asks I’ve been doing
some winter running just to keep my pace up,
but lately, due to the terrible weather we’ve
been having here in Montreal, I’ve been finding
it tough to get motivated.

5k

Angie Gordon replies Since you tend to
eat more comfort foods during the holiday season
(and indulge in sweets), think of your running
as a tool to allow that grace period. Look at it as
maintenance running, so when that spring weather
hits you’re ready to run in full form and mental
preparedness!

coach me if you ran

Introducing our
campaign to make
2014 your fittest,
fastest year yet
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Taryn Walker asks I’ve neglected my
regular runs. Having not run in nearly a month, I
was hoping someone could lend me some advice
as to how to get back into my routine.
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1. Tell us your
running resolution

Neal Ridley replies Set a short goal. Plan
for just one 3K run/walk in the first week and then
build on it from each week from now until spring.
Your body will remember your running and you’ll
quickly adapt. The hard thing is starting!
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2. We’ll print it in
the National Post

Brad Reiter asks I have a motivational

coach of the week

A lifelong runner from Vancouver, James Brittain competes at
every distance, from 5K to the marathon. As an equipment designer
at Mountain Equipment Co-op, Brittain is an expert at cold-weather
running gear. Age 32 Profession Equipment Designer at MEC
Favourite running song Silence. I don’t listen to music while I run.
Favourite pre-race meal Pasta, lots and lots of pasta How’d you
start running? My buddy at university inspired me into giving it a
go and I’ve never looked back since. I still run races with that same
buddy whenever our schedules match up. My sneakers are Asics
My next race is This Sunday. The 10K Strava challenge

question, but not in the traditional sense of ‘How
do I motivate myself to get out the door?’, but instead, ‘How do I keep my motivation in check and
avoid going too hard this time of year?’

M

Rachel Zimner replies Winter temperatures sometimes tease us as it feels much easier to
go harder than it does on warmer days. To be able to
race faster, it’s important to learn how to run slower.
If you train too hard, the opportunity for burn out is
far greater. Most GPS watches are programmable so
you know whether or not your heart rate is too high/
too low, pace is too fast/too slow. Would also recommend buddying up with someone working within the
same pace as you as another tool to stick to the plan.
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I have shoe-wise to improve traction in snow and
on ice? I live in Timmins, Ont., and I will be training for the Boston Marathon (if my time is good
enough to get me in) starting in December 2014.

James Brittain replies As you’ve
guessed, the key is traction. I tend to use trail
shoes and keep my stride short for the really slippery days. I’ve used Inov8 Roclites for a few winters and they’ve never let me down so far.
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Resolve today at
eachcoach.com/resolve
All resolutions we get by
11:59 p.m. on Dec. 31
will appear in the
National Post on Jan. 2

training

Andrew Ferrier asks What options do

Nalini Lewis asks How do you come
back to running after a month of no running? Go all out or gently ease in?
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Michael Drukarsh replies It’s better to ease than to go all out and risk an injury. If
you’re itching for a speedy start, go with shorter
distance. Or slow your pace down and start right
back with your usual distance. With only a month
out it shouldn’t take very long to get back to where
you were before your break!

coach me if you ran

Jodi Dodge asks Do people recommend
Yaktrax — are they necessary— and what else
works for running outdoors in December?

thon next year and qualify for my first Boston. I’ve
run three marathons and finished with 3:53 in 2007
and 2000 and 3:29 in 1999. To qualify for Boston, I
need to go under 3:55. I have had real trouble running the last 10K of a marathon, and I’ve signed up
for my first Round the Bay this coming March.

James Brittain replies Necessity
depends on condition and skill level. I do recommend the Yaktrax for dry and snowy conditions.
Anything icier, go for another model with carbide
spikes or other ice traction components.
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James Brittain replies Compression
socks can help provide some added support. By
constricting the major muscle groups, they improve
circulation, and reduce swelling caused by muscle
tears during intense exercise. They can also lessen
muscle fatigue caused by vibration while running.
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Karin Femi asks When I train in the winter
I feel too cold at the beginning and too hot after
15 minutes. I wear multiple layers, but when not
training at the track there’s nowhere for me to put
the extra layers once I start heating up. Do you
know of winter clothes that allow for easy storage
in pockets or that can be attached to the waist?

James Brittain replies The New Balance
Hi-Vis Beacon Jacket comes with zippered hand
pockets to store your hat and gloves, while thermal
mid-layers like the MEC Ignite Zip-Thave a hood
and thumb holes designed for extra warmth at the
start of your run. If you need more options, the
right waist pack can store some of your extra gear.

Rebecca Steckham asks With winter
nipping at my heels (literally, because all of my
Lululemon pants are calf-length) I’ve been hesitant
about getting my jog on outside. I really wanted to
a few days ago but the thought of me turning into a
lonely icicle pop kept me indoors and warm yet discontent with my laziness. What’s a girl gotta sport
to get her cozy Christmas-season butt outside?

James Brittain replies The right clothing will go a long way to make winter running more
fun. Merino is awesome, so a mid-layer that wicks
well will stay warm in even the nastiest weather.
You’ll have to swap out the calf length pants too –
tights with a cozy microfleece interior will make
a big difference. Top it off with a running shell,
beanie and gloves and you’ll love your run.
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races
Dan Way asks What are the most

Wayne Gagne asks I’d like to run a mara-
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Clare Horan asks I’m training on the
treadmill at the moment and my calves are
hurting. I was thinking compression socks might
help but don’t know much about them and what
the differences are?

3. EachCoach
members will coach
you all year long

Alex Flint replies The last 10K of a marathon is always the challenge. I’ve found that training on tired legs helps me mentally prepare for
that part of the race. Doing back to back long runs
on Saturday and Sunday has been a big part of my
marathon training. I also end my long runs with 1015 minutes at marathon race pace.
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important aspects to consider when
choosing the best events to run?

M
Duff Mclaren replies Time of year and
how comfortable the setting will be. You don’t want
too hot or too cold. Then, consider how unique a
race might be. Is it the first time it’s being held? Or
maybe part of the World Major Marathon series,
like Boston or New York? Then you might also consider the ‘cool’ factor, like a Rock ‘n’ Roll event, or
else Two Oceans, in Cape Town, South Africa.

Kathy Martorino asks I’m going to Flor-

Perry Curiston asks My last marathon

M

was 2:56:02, I want to run 2:45 in Boston in April.
How many miles would I need to run per week to
make it happen?

Rob Watson replies Judging by your
question, I bet you’re raw as hell. You probably
lack structure in your training. By making a well
thought out training regime, you’d have no problem taking 11 minutes off your time. With a proper
plan of attack, including a solid weekly long run
and some hill work (needed for Boston!), you could
roll a 2:45 off 60-70miles/week.
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Alisa Kuzmina asks After an injury
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following my last half marathon, I just went for
my second outdoor run this week. I’d love some
coaching on how to get back into running, but also
running outdoors safely.

10k

ida in January to run my very first 10K at St. Pete’s
Beach and I’m having a little trouble preparing. The
last run I did was a 5K Santa Shuffle — although cold,
the ground was clear so I participated. The last thing
I want is to have a slip/fall injury and not be able to
do a thing. I’m trying to alternate distance and resistance on a treadmill, but boring! How do I ensure
I’m prepared to do double my regular distance?

Johanna Price replies Don’t over-concern yourself. During training, I never run the full
race distance. On race day your body takes over
and every time it takes you across the finish line.
Keep safe – treadmill running is better than no running and definitely safer than running on ice. If you
can, invest in some running spikes (approx. $20). I
use them if I just can’t face the treadmill and need
some fresh air. Good luck with your 10K!
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weather
Mark Amurao asks I’ve been bogged

Jenna Wasserman replies Injury,
unfortunately, is an all too normal aspect of most
runners’ regiment. Avoid running two days back to
back. Allowing yourself time to rest and recover
while your muscles are adapting to the mileage
will make you feel stronger and fitter. Lastly, remember that pace is not your end all be all – especially in winter conditions. Slowing it down shortterm might actually make you speedier when it
comes time for that next race.
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10k
M

Other EachCoachers who
trained with us this week:

Ghazaleh Afshari • Katie Bardyn • Nick Brindisi • Lily Edmunds • David Flowers
Jonathan Garabedian • Tracy Kubik • Bill McLean • Katie Mead • J.P. Mihok
Kristin Parker • Jenna Pettinato • Lydia Vale • Taryn Walker

down to running on my treadmill. Been attempting
to run outside, but I’m not sure how people are doing it. Can you recommend an indoor winter conditioning plan for running outdoors in spring?

Jeff Dolgin replies I’m strictly an outdoor
runner. Part of my love of the sport is the constantly changing scenery, fresh air and the inner peace
that I don’t get on a treadmill. Here’s some tools
to help you run outside: Goretex-lined shoes with
proper winter treads, multiple layers of technical
clothing, including a shell with wind protection,
a good hat, neckwarmer and gloves. Sunglasses,
and finally an attitude that says: I like running a lot
more than I dislike the cold.
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questions? comments? We’d love to hear from you! Email Ben Kaplan at hello@eachcoach.com
The information available on EachCoach does not constitute medical or health advice. We recommend consulting your doctor before undertaking any activities described here.

